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Abstract

The emergence of financially and environmentally conscious manufacturing has resulted in a need for efficient process planning in today’s manufacturing system. Process planning based on nominal machine tool specifications, limits predictive capabilities with regard to the final part quality. More efficient process plans can be achieved once an accurate machine tool capability profile has been defined. Machine tool capability profiles deliver up-to-date resource attributes such as availability, health and applicability into the process-planning stage. A manufacturing resource’s health degrades continuously throughout its life cycle due to environmental factors, part wear, operator competence, etc. Identifying and compensating for these factors during process planning may alleviate material wastage and machining estimate production time and cost via decision-making mechanisms. In this paper, the STEP-NC Standard is used to represent a model of machining resources, including worktable, spindle and tool status during a machine tool’s operational lifespan. A prototype of machine tool capability profile enabled process planning system is then presented and tested to highlight the advantages of this approach.
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1. Introduction

Process planning for metal cutting is among the most knowledge-intensive activities due to information flow between manufacturing resources [1]. Significant effort has been put into the automation of CAD/CAPP/CAM processes, facilitated through the application of new technologies such as feature-based technologies [2], neural networks [3], genetic algorithms [4], etc. However, there is a lack of smooth information flow between these processes since there is limited information about manufacturing resource status. Finding solution for this gap needs a reliable and accurate realisation of CNC machine specifications as well as final product requirements. Furthermore, A CNC machine may fail to work on its best ability due to thermal variations, spindle vibrations, tool wears and servo errors. Execution of process plans generated without considering manufacturing resources degradation may produce out of tolerance parts. Comparing actual machining capability against product specifications such as feature tolerance and surface roughness is an essential enabler to produce reliable process plans. Machining capability profile (MCP) has emerged as a result of the need for identifying and compensating those errors caused during machining processes.

A capability profile is defined as a representation of the capabilities that a specific machine tool will be able to provide in a specific time on a specific product [5]. Based on the information within this profile, a manufacturing decision making process can ensure the appropriateness and the quality of process plans. Recent development on STEP-NC Standards [6] supported CAPP systems by bringing the ability of process planning based on features and resources defined within the STEP-NC codes. STEP-NC has been selected due to its simplicity in handling semantic terms in machine tool modelling, and its promising potential for representing manufacturing resources. Integrating STEP-NC technologies
with manufacturing capability profiles enables SMEs to use from their current resources efficiently whilst minimizing the time and cost of their manufactured parts. Using from all potentials of old CNC machines bring significant reduction on the waste generated during manufacturing operations.

Cyber-physical systems are integration of computation physical processes. Embedded computers and networks monitor and control the physical processes thorough several networks including the internet, usually with feedback loops where physical processes affect computation and vise versa [7]. Cyber-physical system design has been used to demonstrate the dynamics of capturing manufacturing capabilities through proposed framework.

The aim of this research is to develop a framework for capturing manufacturing capability profile to ease transformation from design to production considering product specifications. Benefits of having such a system are as follows:

- Automating CAD/CAPP/CAM/CNC chain, and shifting toward CAD/MCP-CAPP/CNC
- Efficient use of current manufacturing resources
- Reduce wastes from intolerance and defective parts

In this paper, machining capability profile design processes have been discussed, and incorporated with STEP-NC platform. An example shows the simplified function of machining capability profile has been presented at the end.

2. Current process planning challenges

Process planning in metal cutting is the consolidation of activities that seek to define necessary steps to change the shape of raw material to the desired product [8]. The activities range from the selection of technologies and manufacturability analysis at the high level to sequencing operations and generating numerical control codes at the low level. Significant research has been done to reduce the reliance of process planning on human process planners or computer-aided systems. However, process planning relies heavily on the availability of production resource information, which is neither clear for human process planners nor computer-aided systems.

2.1. Transfer of knowledge and information

Process planning is considered to be a labour-intensive, time consuming and tedious activity [1]. Human planners utilize their knowledge of technological capability of various types of machines while computer-aided systems rely on resource models. CAM systems require users to select a machine type before generating tool paths and post-processors relay on internal models of machine to achieve their purpose. Although, significant efforts have been dedicated to smoothen information flow between CAD/CAPP/CAM processes, however, there is no feasible off-the-shelf solution can yet be implemented effectively in industry. Emergence of STEP-NC Standard brings the possibility of generating process plans based on given tolerances, working steps and cutting tools. STEP-NC aims to automate the CAD/CAPP/CAM processes; However, there is no consideration of manufacturing resource capability to generate STEP-NC codes yet. Therefore, process plans generate based on STEP-NC may result in out of tolerance parts at the end.

Large companies have to be able to assess their machining capabilities across various CNC machines to ensure that their finished parts are in tolerance during machine’s life. In order to compile an overview of an SMEs manufacturing capability, the only approach that is currently available is to manually assess individual machines and combine them using tools such as spreadsheets to form the overall capability profile of the company [9]. Also, large amount of information would be lost, if the acknowledged person left company. Compiling a joint capability profile with a number of companies can become exceedingly time consuming and thus dynamic formation of virtual enterprise is currently done without a full assessment of the joint capability. The manufacturing capability profile system should capture and store the technical machining capability for each CNC in a company. The system should also be able to combine the captured information from the machines to compile the overall manufacturing capability of large companies. Furthermore, machining capability profile system should be able to communicate with other systems installed in other places to combine the capability of several companies and provide this information to the companies in order to assess the capability resulting from the formation of dynamic virtual enterprises comprised of several SMEs. This information can then be used to approach clients with jobs bigger than the capability of any single SME.

2.2. Capturing capability profiles of manufacturing resources

During production, the conditions of all manufacturing resources degrade with usage and age, and process plans generated based on those resources are not feasible anymore [10]. For instance, a 3-axis milling machine may have 21 internal errors. Therefore, advance prediction methods need to be developed in order to detect manufacturing resource degradation and performance loss before process planning.

It is prerequisite for the capability profile data model, to have manufacturing resource data model that can represent CNC machining system resource individually [11]. Information required by resource models has been classified as categories, attributes and relationships for development a common representation of manufacturing resource elements [12]. LOOM [13] and OOMRM [14] languages have been utilised to capture the manufacturing capabilities, but use of them remained controversial due to difficulties in handling semantic terms in machine tool modelling. Also, neither of these reflect the actual capability of the machining resources to perform the required machining tasks without failure.

3. Capturing dynamic data from manufacturing resources

Ensuring competence and capability of a company needs to assess various machines existed in a company. Increasing
complex geometry and tight tolerance limit the selection of appropriate machine tools, and only few machines are capable to meet those requirements. Fig. 1 shows the cyber-physical architecture of proposed framework for capturing machining capability profile.

![Fig. 1. Cyber-physical architecture of proposed software.](image)

3.1. STEP-NC resource data models

Recently developed ISO 14649 series [6], which use EXPRESS language [15] to define entities in object-oriented manner has been emerged as a result of International efforts to deliver a comprehensive data model for machine tools. ISO 14649 part 201 [16] has been selected for machining capability profile development due to its promising potential for representing manufacturing resources capabilities. Machine tool specifications defined in this Standard contain all aspects of machine tool configurations and elements. To describe the specifications of machine tool, standardised data model has been developed based on ISO 14649 part 201, and tightly connected to machining capability profile data model.

The data models developed for manufacturing resources should contain sufficient information to support an accurate construction of manufacturing capability. These machine tool health parameters and their testing protocols have been covered comprehensively in ISO 230 series [17], ISO 10791 [18] and ASME B5.54 [19]. Tests designed for assessing machine tool’s accuracy ensure that machining resources are on their healthy condition. However, there is no standard way to evaluate the capability of machine tools based on the above testing protocols.

3.2. Manufacturing resources constraints

Often in industry, specific constraints are imposed on manufacturing resources by external factors such as managerial decisions and new standards. For example, a specific CNC machine might be allocated to produce a specific part and not be used for other parts, without considering the fact that the machine has the capability to produce other parts. These production policies are not always considered when the process plans for a component is being generated.

Also, constraints associated with machining parameters have to be considered before generating process plans. The logical selection of appropriate tooling and machining strategies is an essential enabler when determining the most effective plan with respect to the available resources.

4. Process planning supported by capability profiles

4.1. Machining capability profile elements

Most of the information required for machining capability development could be retrieved from machining specification schema, which has been defined in ISO 14649-201, examples include machine size, tool length and controller configuration. But, other capability entities have to be developed for assessing machining feasibility of a product. The UML activity diagram of the tests required for capturing capability profile of a CNC machine has been depicted in Fig. 2.

Proposed framework for developing manufacturing capability profile contains following information:

- Tooling capability: investigate the capability of cutting tools available inside machine tool magazine. The tool life of each cutting tool has to be stored in tooling capability utilising sensors or cutting tool estimation algorithms [20].
- Working area capability: evaluate the degree of freedom to move along worktables and axes. The sizes of workpiece and worktable have to be considered before generating STEP-NC code.
- Axes accuracy: check the accuracy and repeatability of X, Y and Z axes. Testing protocols covered in ISO 230 series have to be done on regular basis so as to have the most updated status of axes accuracy. The EXPRESS-G diagram for axes accuracy has been shown in Fig. 3.
- Feed drive capability: assess the feed drive capability to perform required tasks. An example includes minimum and maximum feed rates, which can be delivered by feed drive.
- Spindle drive capability: captures the spindle capability to machine within the required tolerances. An example includes the range of cutting speed may be delivered by a spindle unit.
- Overall capability: capabilities that change with machine types and models evaluated based on specific capability profiles, such as NC controller, machine class and machine size.

Manufacturing capability profiles have to be updated on a regular basis so as to represent the most recent machine tool health status. Manufacturing capability data points store health data for machine tool elements such as worktable, spindle and tool indicating their individual performance. For instance, tooling capability not only shows the availability of the tool required for machining features but also stores tool wear and tool life information inside machining capability data points. EXPRESS-G diagram for machining capability data point has been depicted in Fig. 4.
Fig. 2. UML activity diagram of manufacturing capability tests.

Fig. 3. The EXPRESS-G diagram of axes_accuracy.

Fig. 4. The EXPRESS-G diagram of machining_capability_data_point.
Developing accurate and comprehensive cutting tool dictionary, which shows the number of available and healthy tools inside the machine tool’s magazine, is essential for evaluating machine tool capability. Process plans generated without considering tool age are not be able to deliver required quality during production. Tool change prediction model has been mathematically formulated [20], and online tool wear monitoring system has been fulfilled by the application of sensors in machine tools. Related International Standard, ISO 14649-111 [21] has been used for the computer interpretable representation of milling cutting tool data. ISO 14649-111 has been integrated with developed cutting tool dictionary for defining milling tool specifications. The EXPRESS-G representation of data model developed for cutting tool dictionary has been graphed in Fig. 5.

5. Manufacturing capability profiles development

5.1. Requirements excerpted from STEP-NC

Emerging STEP-NC technologies enable to define manufacturing features and their associated machining strategies, cutting tools and tolerances in a computer interpretable format. Data required to assess manufacturing capability has to be parsed from STEP-NC file, while ensuring that machining resources are on their healthy status to deliver those requirements. Fig. 6 highlights information excerpted from a rectangular shape defined in ISO 14649-11.

If the NC controller has the ability to generate toolpaths or to make decision about the tool used, it is the controller responsibility to meet these tolerance requirements. On the other hand, data provided to the NC controller for explicit specification of movements will have no tolerances as the controller cannot do more that try to follow the given theoretical values to the best of its abilities.

Similarly, cutting tools that are appropriate for machining specific features are recommended by the STEP-NC code; in accordance with ISO 14649-111. However, there is no consideration of the availability and health of those required cutting tools. Thus, manufacturing capability profile interpreter developed for ensuring that a machine tool can deliver the requested tasks based on its actual ability.

5.2. Validation of the prototype

The proposed framework has been tested with a 3-axis milling machine for machining a pocket. Fig. 7 shows the STEP-NC codes generated for machining a rectangular closed pocket with its assigned tolerances and milling tools.

![Fig. 7. A sample STEP-NC code for machining a closed pocket.](image)

Capability analysis of a 3-axis Bridgeport machine has been done based on the testing protocols retrieved from machine’s handbook and ISO 230 series. A sample capability profile has been generated for a Bridgeport machine in order to assess the required tolerances shown in Fig. 7 based on actual Bridgeport machine abilities. Fig. 8. listed the capability attributes dedicated to the Bridgeport milling machine.

The values stored in Bridgeport capability profile show that the machine axes have enough accuracy to machine a rectangular closed pocket. Also, cutting tool required for this task is available inside the Bridgeport magazine. The extended version of capability profile interpreter contains more machine health parameters such as feed drive capability, spindle drive capability and working area capability. The same machining procedure has been taken to drill a hole as its shown in Fig. 9.

According to machining capability profile presented in Fig. 8., the Bridgeport machine is not capable of drilling the hole within the defined tolerances. The reasons for those incompatibilities within the STEP-NC codes have been highlighted. The machine axes are not sufficiently accurate to adhere to the desired geometrical tolerances. Additionally, there are no appropriate drilling tools to finish this feature. Working area of Bridgeport machine is not big enough to handle machining operations either.
outlined in this paper may be integrated within a machining capability interpreter for further exploitation of the approach.
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